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Summary of the argument
1. Why is EVALUATION such an issue in OPEN SCIENCE?
§ Incentives and rewards structures seen as barriers preventing researchers‘
engagement with OS.
– Elitist peer reviews & indicators (jour. hierarchy & JIFs) closing OS activities

2. Demands and expectations for new indicators to improve evaluation
§ Altmetrics (e.g. twitter, news, policy mentions), Open Acces, Open Data stats
§ Promises of universal indicators break down:
– Research is diverse -- it cannot be discribed with general indicators (this may lead to
goal displacement, task reduction and gaming)
– Counting outputs does not necessarily reflect qualitieS

3. Indicator frameworks: towards plural and conditional assessment
§ Evaluation processes should depend on... and take into account
– Missions, eval. goals, assessment levels, espistemic cultures, stakeholders and
environments of research
– Focus on processes of knowledge exchange and capabilities with qualitative
indicators

• .

Evaluation informed by indicator frameworks
Dimensions to consider in evaluation for choosing indicators
•

Goal of evaluation

•

Research Mission

•

Level of assessment

•

Epistemic cultures and research approaches

•

Stakeholders, audiences and beneficiaries

•

Research environment (resources, bureaucratic rigidities)

For a given configuration of relevant dimensions, certain indicators will be
relevant while others will not.
Between FULLY TAYLORED - ..................- UNIVERSAL

Prêt à porter indicators

Summary of the proposal of indicators for OS
1. Indicator frameworks that contextualise assessment
§ Research is diverse -- it cannot be discribed with general indicators
§ Choose suite of indicators according to missions, eval. goals, assessment
levels, espistemic cultures, stakeholders and research environments

2. Pick up indicators from frameworks on the basis of key OS goals of EC
§
§
§
§

Suite of indicators of infrastructure
Suite of indicators of human resource capabilities
Suite of indicators of new OS practices
Suite of individual level indicators

Evaluation for fostering researchers’ engagement
with Open Science
EC Expert Group on Indicators for Researchers' Engagement with OS
(P. Wouters (chair), B. Holbrook, M. Jacob, Lynn Kamerlin, A. Oancea, I. Ràfols)

New indicators and evaluation frameworks so as to:
• overcome existing barriers posed by evaluation to OS;
• reform the academic reward system to incentivize OS;
• and thus enhance capabilities to facilitate OS;
First notice: the solution IS NOT replacing old indicators by new indicators
Attention:
• Indicators for fostering OS are NOT necessarily indicators of OS
• Evaluation and indicators that facilitate OS (but OS is diverse)
•

Different from EC Open Science Monitor
à looks at progress (not evaluation) in specific activities related to OS

What properties are relevant in assessment for Open Science?
Conventional evaluation:
Objectives à Outputs à Outcomes (too late) à Impacts (too late)
In practice: Assess Outputs and assume that outcomes/impacts will follow.

Assessement for engagement with OS:
-- More diverse types of Outputs (database, research materials, etc.)
-- but valuable when knowledge is shared
Need to assess the processes of knowledge exchange

Outputs

Outcomes

Process of sharing
What matters is
NOT # of outputs

But QualitieS of
interactions

What do we understand by Open Science?
OS as Open Knowledge Practices
The focus is not about the form of the outputs (e.g. related to accessibility)
The focus is on processes of knowledge exchange (the knowledge flows)
Processes of Open Science are based on:
•

CommunicationS and interactionS within and between researchers and
stakeholders. Often not linear but interactive and iterative.

•

The “qualitieS” of communicationS and interactionS, not about the
quantity.
• e.g. FAIR -- Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable.
(meta-data is crucial in data sharing)

•

Contexts of use are key and diverse

Assess the processes, rather than counting outputs.
Just ‘counting’ can be analytically wrong, unfair and harmful in evaluation

Science as a biosphere with dozens of diverse ecosystems

Evaluation informed by indicator frameworks
Dimensions to consider in evaluation for choosing indicators
•

Goal of evaluation

•

Research Mission

•

Level of assessment

•

Epistemic cultures and research approaches

•

Stakeholders, audiences and beneficiaries

•

Research environment (resources, bureaucratic rigidities)

For a given configuration of relevant dimensions, certain indicators will be
relevant while others will not.
Between FULLY TAYLORED - ..................- UNIVERSAL

Prêt à porter indicators

Example of two models of indicator frameworks
Accountability Model:
(For accountability, aggregate level, mainstream countries/sciences, high resource)
• Suite of many (20-50) relevant indicators:
• Selection of indicators of counts
• # citations from pats
• # meetings with stakeholders
• # news mentions
• # ...
However: Data is unreliable. More counts does not mean more OS.
à Need to contextualise and interpret the landscape of quant indicators
Learning Model (more appropriate given the goal of this report)
• Suite of relevant dimensions of knowledge exchange and capabilities
• Self-reported or by expert judgement illustrated by relevant evidence
Examples:
•
•
•

Engagement with stakeholders (0-5 scale). Evidenced by # meetings per year
Public comms capability (0-5). Evidence. Trained or experienced employee
Dissemination to specialised audience (0-5). Evidence by # blogs in professional
society website.

Possibly more reliable but less policy purchase!!

Suites (lists) of indicators from which to pick for a given indicator frameworks
Infrastructure indicators oriented to the scientific system as a whole
Indicators of the development of open knowledge infrastructures, including
their creation, the growth of their numbers, the nature of their contribution,
and their use and uptake by the research communities..
Indicators of open knowledge capabilities in research communities
Indicators that monitor the levels of open knowledge capabilities in the
scientific and scholarly communities (including their support personnel).
Indicators of pioneering open knowledge practices
Case-study based indicators, maintained on a public platform, that give a
state-of-the-art overview of pioneering open knowledge practices.
Individual level indicators for careers
The fourth framework consists of a portfolio of career-oriented qualitative
and quantitative indicators, based on the principles of responsible metrics

Summary of the proposal of indicators for OS
1. Indicator frameworks that contextualise assessment
§ Research is diverse -- it cannot be discribed with general indicators
§ Choose suite of indicators according to missions, eval. goals, assessment
levels, espistemic cultures, stakeholders and research environments

2. Pick up indicators from frameworks on the basis of key OS goals of EC
§
§
§
§

Suite of indicators of infrastructure
Suite of indicators of human resource capabilities
Suite of indicators of new OS practices
Suite of individual level indicators

Classic values and Open science (in authoritarian times?)
In 1942, Merton wrote about
the aspirational values of science
• Communalism
(shared knowledge)
• Universalism
(all humans can participate)
• Disinterestedness
(public good)
• Organised Scepticism (scrutiny & transpar.)
...key values behind Open Science
His argument was prompted by use of science
in authoritarian regimes (1930s-40s):

His answer: ‘Good’ science (of CUDOS)
blossoms in pluralistic, democratic societies.
Caution about bureaucratic orders,
e.g. shaped by indicators,
take over wider considerations
of public good

Robert K. Merton
The normative structure of science

Including capabilities in assessment
According to Sabina Leonelli (2017, MLE report, p. 14)
-- OS tends to focus on high-resource, well-recognised research environments.
Example of Open Data repositories
mainly display output from English-speaking labs in prominent research
institutions, which have:
• funds to curate contents
• participate in the development of expensive equipment and software;
• visibility to determine dissemination formats/procedures;
• resources and confidence to build on data donated by others.
• Indicators of Open Science activity may mainly reflect resources availability
rather than effort towards OS
Therefore:
• Capabilities in research environment should be taken into account
This applies :
• Global South, European ‘periphery’, relatively marginalised groups (gender?)

Indicators for engagement with Open Science
What is Open Science?
•

“a new approach to the scientific process based on cooperative work
and new ways of diffusing knowledge by using digital technologies
and new collaborative tools. The idea captures a systemic change to
(...) towards sharing and using all available knowledge at an earlier
stage in the research process.” (European Commission, 2016:33).

A large diversity of practices such as
• Open access
• Open data
• Open source development
• Collaboration with stakeholders (co-creation)
• Citizen science (e.g. crowd-sourcing)
• Science communication
• (...)

Manifesto of OCSDNet (Open and Collaborative Science in Development Network)
For all the claimed benefits of OS...
... current model is NOT making science a more inclusive practice.
... many scientists continue to be underrepresented and excluded
... new technologies exclude those with limited digital rights .
... citizens rarely get to shape the research agenda.

Principles
• knowledge commons
• cognitive justice
• situated openness
• right to research
• equitable collaboration
• inclusive infrastructures
• use knowledge as a pathway
to sustainable development

Even within data sharing à large diversity of practices
Wolfram Horstmann (RDA Long tail group) emphasises
Not ‘long tail’ -- but a diversity of data practices
• Standardization vs. ‘data diversity’

“Standards for research data are there to make data uniform and
homogeneous. Data-diversity requires multiplicity and
heterogeneity. Thus, it could be stated that standards and
datadiversity are conflictive or even mutually exclusive.”
Properties of data:
Size, Format, Structure, Complexity, Protocol, Subject, Method
Location: Data is created in specific places, from a given physical place, and
given experimental instruments, and stored in certain places.
Usage: Different applications will involve different human or technological
contexts with different conditions of ACCESS and ENGAGEMENT.

The parable of Prussian scientific forestry (Seeing like a state, J. Scott)
Forests in pre-modern Prussia
•
•
•
•

Wild
Uncontrolled
Unpredictable
Inefficient for timber production

Enlightenment and scientific forestry:
• Cut the wild forest
• Plant Norway spruce –reduce diversity
• Increase yield and predictability
• Loss of forest activities for peasants:
(fruits, hunting, medicinal herbs, mushrooms...)

The parable of Prussian scientific forestry (Seeing like a state, J. Scott)
Monocultures and Forest death
•
•
•

Nutrient depletion leading to 20-30%
production loss in 2nd generation
Storm felling
Pests due to loss of ‘services’ of insects,
birds and animals.

Restoration forestry or forest hygiene:
•
•
•

Artificial ant colonies & spiders
Wooden boxes to provide bird nests
The dangers of dismembering a complex
set of relations and processes to isolate a
single element of instrumental value

The parable of Prussian scientific forestry (Seeing like a state, J. Scott)
Task reduction
“Exaggerating only slightly, one might say
that the crown's interest in forests was
resolved through its fiscal lens into a
single number: the revenue yield of
the timber that might be extracted
annually.. ”

Performativity
“Backed by state power through records,
courts, and ultimately coercion, these state
fictions transformed the reality they
presumed to observe, although never so
thoroughly as to precisely fit the grid.”

Indicators of Open Science
• Stakeholders’ reps

• Strategies for engagement
• Accessability

• Governance

• Diversity and equality

• Resources

• Engagement -------------

• Capacity building

• Disciplinary Openness

• Activity

• (...)

• Dissemination

Montgomery et al., (2018) & Arrizabalaga et al. (2018)

• Agreement with firms

• Meeting with policy-makers
• Use of stakeholder assess.
in evaluation

Can ‘social media’ indicators (altmetrics) capture OS activities?
Hopes that ‘counts’ of social media indicators would reflect degree of societal interaction
(Bornmann, 2014). However:
•

Next generation metrics report (2017): The meaning of altmetric counts is unknown:
“Without gaining a deeper understanding of why and how altmetric acts occur we are just
playing with numbers and do not know what we are counting.”

•

Sugimoto et al. (2016) “media has rather opened a new channel for informal discussions
among researchers, rather than a bridge between the research community and society at
large”.

•

Case study in dentistry find that only 10% of tweets of doi are meaningful conversations - 90% of counts are noise. (Robinson-Garcia et al., 2017).

•

In case studies comparing altmetrics with societal orientation little correlation found (Kon,
Hoekman & Heimericks, 2018; Robinson-Garcia et al., 2018). Altmetrics counts based on mentions to
articles. Only a small part of OS activities captured by social media.

Conclusion:
• Social media VERY interesting to explore contexts and audiences of articles.
• But counting mentions NOT robust as general indicators.

University stratification reflected in (pay) OA practices
Siler et al. (2018) -- study of OA pubs in global health:
-- “...authors working at lower-ranked universities are more likely to
publish in closed/paywalled outlets, and less likely to choose outlets
that involve some sort of Article Processing Charge (APCs).”
-- “.. .authors affiliated with high-ranked universities and well-funded
institutions tend (...) to choose pay options with publishing.”
-- OA world stratification analogous to those entrenched in more
traditional publishing and scientific hierarchies.
-- It follows:
• Indicators of OA may reflect resource availability
• OA indicators would become a further factor in Matthew’s effect
-- Likely to occur in other dimensions of OS -- e.g. OD

Indicator frameworks
Given research environments certain indicators (but not others) will be relevant (with a certain weight).
Some dimensions many not be important or counterproductive.
Research groups or institutions should work out what are their appropriate choice of indicators given
their mission and context.
Ind. 1:

Ind. 2:

ind. 3:

Ind. 4:

Ind. 5:

Ind. 6:
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Ind. 7:

A research evaluation
process

What are the criteria
to see alignment of
activities with goals?

Participation

What indicators
capture the criteria?

Potential Opening up of

What are the goals
of this research?

Tomorrow at the Evaluation session

ISRIA Statement, Paula Adam et al. 2018

The performative effect of metrics
How much does your spouse or partner love you? Is it more or
less than other people love their partners?
To find out, we would need to measure the available evidence.
Suppose that having identified the relevant population, we count
how many times a week partners are brought tea in bed, how many
times they are cuddled, how many times they are told ‘I love you,’
and so on. (...)
Studies show that three months after the introduction of the
benchmarks, the average increase in frequency of tea in bed is
36 per cent.’
Stefan Collini’s review of the Tyranny of Metrics by Jerry Z. Muller,
at the London Review of Books

Example: How communication depends on context
Communication practices are very diverse:
Standard practices of useful indicator to monitor OS may not be ‘ideal’.
• Passion fruit research (‘maracujá’) (Chavarro et al., 2017)
• Paywall agri- journal for professional domestic audiences in Spanish
• High % of pubs on this fruit are in Spanish/Portuguese.
• OA in international journal with OD
• un-accessible English, slow publication, too technical?
• Research on immigration in Denmark
• Political science -- distinction between academic and ‘dissemination’ is
unclear.
• Paywall newspaper (in Danish) more accessible to public than OA journal
(in English).

Goals of evaluation and research missions
Evaluation (a dictionary definition): ‘To ascertain or fix the value or worth
of an object against a certain specified criteria.’
•

•

Goals of research evaluation (Molas-Gallart, 2012; Adam, 2018)
§
§

Auditing or control
Distribution of resources

§
§

Advocacy
Improving or learning

bib. indicators convenient
bib. indicators useful for justification but
not necessarily for strategic decision
useful if goal is academic
bib. indicators not very helpful

Missions of research
§
§
§

Academic contribution
bib. indicators can be appropriate in some
fields (natural sciences)
Education & training
bib. indicators NOT appropriate
Societal impact
bib. indicators NOT appropriate

Bibliometrics ONLY for auditing SOME academic contributions
However, in a bureaucratic system – auditing academia is main goal
Useful for managers but possibly harmful for system

Uses and abuses of bibliometric indicators tend to favour
the ivory tower
San Francisco
Declaration
of Research
Assessment
(DORA)

The Metric Tide
UK (Hefce) Report
Use indicators with
• Robustness
• Humility
• Transparency
• Diversity
• Reflexivity

Don’t use
Impact Factors!!
ASCB (2013)

Wilsdon et al. (2015)
Conventional indicators
perceived favour elitist
research in the ivory tower.
Barrier to adoption
of Open Science

- Need to contextualise
- Indicator support (not
replace) judgement.
Hicks, Wouters, De Rijcke,
Waltman and Rafols (2015)

Principles of the “The Leiden Manifesto”
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portfolio.
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Rationale: Indicators FOR ENGAGEMENT with open science
EC request:
• “How can the responsible engagement of the scientific communities with open
knowledge practices be stimulated? (...)
• Which new indicators can be developed to ensure that the potential of open
research is realized? (...)”
Diagnosis: current (mainly bibliometric) indicators suppress OS practices.
The main goal is NOT to provide a macro-scale perspective on OS processes.
The main goal is to foster researchers’ engagement with OS
Difference between:
-- Indicators of Traditional National Statistics (macro managment)
-- New Public Management indicators (for influencing micro practices)
(Rottenburg, Merry, Park, Mugler, 2015)

It follows: expected indicators to influence behaviours

Open Science and the Capabilities Approach
Bezuidenhout, Leonelli et al., (2017) studied in African contexts
factors that inhibit the engagement of researchers with Open Data
-- Take into consideration of conditions in low-resourced settings, how
scientists engage with data in daily practice.
-- Use Amartya Sen’s capabilities approach.
•
•

Do not focus on what researchers HAVE (OA, OD)
Focus on what researchers CAN DO, given resources & environment.
“as the means of advancing their desired states of being and doing”

Re-framing:
From “What OS resources are available?”
To: “How can researchers effectively provide / utilize (OS)
resources to realize their research goals?
OS resources are useless without capacity for active OS engagement

Indicators inspired on the Capabilities Approach
For research centres with limited resources, the main use of the indicator
framework is about LEARNING what they can do.
Empowerment of researchers for engagement:
à What are the options for OS given specific goals and local constraints?
1. Typology of research environment (broad institutional context)
•

Funding, bureaucracy, int’l mobility, etc.

2. Indicators of OS capabilities (OS context)
•
•
•

Data generation: training, equipment, core funding
Data curation: training,
Data sharing: institutional policies, awareness of shared options

3. Indicators of OS practices:
•
•

Data generation
Data usage

à Rather than a NPM competitive benchmarking fosters awareness of HOW to improve,
via capabilites.

Inspired on Bezuidenhout et al. (2017)

Summary
Fear: OS indicators reflect resource distribution rather than OS efforts -with performative effects and reinforcement of Matthew effect.

Develop indicator frameworks that:
1. Take research environment into account
2. Focus on OS practices as processes
3. Provide a landscape of OS capabilities

This information, together with explicit research goals
can be useful for fostering OS engagement
within the constraints of a given research environment.

The challenge: measures that reflect goals
“Our statistics and accounts reflect our aspirations, the values that we assign
to things. They are inseparable from our vision of the world and the
economy, of society, and our conception of human being and our
interactions.
Treating these as objective data, as if they are external to us, beyond
question or dispute, is undoubtedly reassuring and comfortable, but
it’s dangerous.
It’s dangerous because we get to the point where we stop asking ourselves
about the purpose of what we are doing; what we are actually measuring,
and what lessons we need to draw.”
Nicolas Sarkozy in prologue to
“Mismeasuring our lives” by Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi (2010)

Open Science as a hope for the Global South
Accessability (paywall journals) and Visibility (own journals)
OS initiatives such as Scielo and Redalyc (Free Gold OA) facilitate
access and visibility on regional topics and in national languages

Indexed scholarly pubs
concentrated in the Global North

Open Journal Systems (Free OA)
more evenly distributed

40%
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0%

North
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East Asia

Latin
West & South-East
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Asia

% Population

Africa

South Asia

% Publications

Rafols and Yegros (2018) based on WoS for diseases

Alperin (2014)

Fear: European indicators for OS may travel to South(S)
“...big and open data are reinforcing existing social divides, for instance by
favouring data sources that represent only privileged individuals and
communities. The vast majority of large research databases display
“tractable” data produced by rich, English-speaking groups, with very little
representation from less visible and more vulnerable groups.”
Sabina Leonelli (2018)

Indicators of Open Science activity, these may (?) mainly reflect,
resources availability rather than effort towards OS
This applies :
• Global South (Africa, Latin America, South Asia...)
• European ‘periphery’ (Eastern and Southern Europe)
• Relatively marginalised groups (anywhere) (e.g. gender)

à Potential goal displacement of OS indicators
•

Driving science towards means (OA, OD) rather than ends (sustainable dev.)

Conclusions
Not confusing means with ends
“...this challenges funders, learned societies and public bodies to refrain from focusing on how
much data are ‘out there’ or making assumptions about the publics that will be served by it, but
instead to ask how best they can ensure that researchers and others can make some use of data
in order to address social needs.”
Remember research capabilities
“we need to shift debate to reflect the capabilities necessary to exploit the data that are
increasingly being made available online, as well as those necessary to share the data
generated.”
Beduizenhout et al. (2017, p.47)
-- Is there a parallel between Open data and neoliberal economics?
• In theory, disparities should be reduced (towards equilibrium). In practice, institutional
rewards have feed-back effects that can lead to further concentration of resources.
Potential consequences Beduizenhout et al. 2017:
• already-marginalized research communities will be further disadvantaged
• global standards for data dissemination and reuse may hinder the diversity of conditions to
conduct research
withouth awareness the design of future data engagement initiatives may continue to exacerbate
these problems

S&T Indicators travel ‘’well’’ overseas
i) Indicators as “a technology of distance”
‘Since the rules for collecting and manipulating numbers are widely shared, they
can easily be transported across ocean and continents and used to co-ordinate
activities or settle disputes.’
(Porter, 1995)
ii) STI institutions travel from North to South(S)
Science is seen as important, and less powerful countries adopt expertise and
institutions from more central countries.
“Authority based on scientific knowledge plays a central role in modern society.
(…) No matter how distant national traditions are from scientific styles of thought,
national policies emphasize science (…). Instructions flow into the third world
from global centers on the widest varity of issues, (…) carried along by
communities of scientists and experts and by organizations that offer technical
assistance.”
Drori, Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer (2003, p.1)

OS Manifesto of OCSDNet (Open and Collaborative Science in Development Network)

Universalism
(everybody can participate)

Disinterestedness
(knowledge serves general,
not particular interests)

Communalism
(knowledge is owned by
the communities)

(Plus ...Transparency -- for Scepticism)

Building on OCSDNet and Hortsmann

